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www.altronix.com

www.antaira.com

www.btx.com

A leading designer and manufacturer of low voltage electronic components who offer a
comprehensive line of Security, Fire, CCTV, Access, Nurse Call, and Automation
products including: Power Supplies, Chargers, Controllers, Conversion Modules, Relays,
Timers, Siren Drivers, Video Baluns, POE Midspans and Ethernet Extenders.
(Represented in NY and NJ)

Antaira is a developer and supplier of Device Networking and Industrial Communication
Products including Hardened and Non-hardened Ethernet Switches, Media Converters,
and Wireless Communications as well as Serial Converters and Serial to Ethernet
products.

Transformers, power supplies, UPS’s lightning and surge protection, ground loop
isolators, video and audio cables and connectors, monitor wall mounts, Lock Boxes, fiber
optic tools and supplies, distribution amplifiers, patch panels, racks and rack accessories,
tools and installation accessories.

CDM provides IP based, plug and play, high speed, high quality, point to point and point
to multi-point wireless video and data systems for security applications.
www.cdmwireless.com

www.fibersensys.com

https://security-glazing.com

Low Maintenance, highly reliable Perimeter Intrusion Systems for Fence, Wall or Buried
Sensors featuring Fiber Optic and Microwave detection, plus both Infrared and white
lighting appliances.

Global Security Glazing, with over 60 years of experience in quality manufacturing, has
emerged as the single source for all your security glazing requirements. Offering a
complete line of security products, including all-glass laminates, glass-clad
polycarbonates and laminated polycarbonates, Global Security Glazing has the product
and solution for all your design challenges. Global Security Glazing products are fully
tested to specific standards and threat levels for projects requiring bullet resistant, attack
resistant and blast resistant glazing.
Complete line of cameras, monitors, recorders, control systems and accessories with
network and internet accessibility. Featuring the Video Insight easy to use, scalable
enterprise VMS\Access Control solution that captures, manages, and stores video
surveillance across a network. The software supports more than 3000 camera models
from 100 plus manufacturers and integrates with most popular access control systems.

https://surveillance.i-pro.com

www.strongpoles.com

Member

Strong Poles delivers everything a security Installer needs to mount any security camera,
sensor, detector, illuminator or wireless component from any manufacturer. The
strongest, most stable poles available! Combined with a modular security mounting
system.
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